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About FAMOOSr

The goal of the FAMOOSr workshop is to strengthen the community of researchers and practitioners who are working
in re- and reverse engineering, by providing a forum for building future research using Moose and FAMIX as shared
infrastructure.

Research should be collaborative and supported by tools. The increasing amount of data available about software
systems poses new challenges for reengineering research, as the proposed approaches need to scale. In this context,
concerns about meta-modeling and analysis techniques need to be augmented by technical concerns about how to
reuse and how to build upon the efforts of previous research.

That is why Moose is an open-source software for researchers to build and share their analysis, meta-models, and data.
Both FAMIX and Moose started in the context of FAMOOS, a European research project on object-oriented frameworks.
Back in 1997 Moose was as a simple implementation of the FAMIX meta-model, which was a language independent
meta-model for object-oriented systems. However over the past decade, Moose has been used in a growing number of
research projects and has evolved to be a generic environment for various reverse and reengineering activities. In the
same time, FAMIX was extended to support emerging research interest such as dynamic analysis, evolution analysis,
identifier analysis, bug tracking analysis, or visualization. Recent work includes analysis of software architecture and
semantic annotations.

Currently, several research groups are using Moose as a platform, or FAMIX as a meta-model, and other groups
announced interest in using them in the future.
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Identifying cycle causes with CycleTable

Jannik Laval, Simon Denier, Stéphane Ducasse

RMoD Team, INRIA, Lille, France

firstname.lastname@inria.fr

Abstract

Identifying and understanding cycles in large applica-

tions is a challenging task. In this paper we present Cy-

cleTable which displays both direct and indirect references.

It shows how minimal cycles are intertwined through shared

edges and allows the reengineer to devise simple strategies

to remove them.

1 Introduction

Understanding the structure of large applications is a

challenging but important task. Several approaches provide

information on packages and their relationships, by visu-

alizing software artifacts, metrics, their structure and their

evolution. Software metrics can be somehow difficult to un-

derstand since they are dependent on projects. Distribution

Map [1] alleviates this problem by showing how properties

are spread over an application. Lanza et al. [2] propose to

recover high level views by visualizing relationships. Pack-

age Surface Blueprint [3] reveals the package internal struc-

ture and relationships among other packages.

In previous work, we enhanced Dependency Struc-

ture Matrix (eDSM) [4] to visualize dependencies be-

tween packages, showing in each matrix cell information

about the dependencies at the fine grain of classes (inheri-

tance, class references, invocations, referencing and refer-

enced classes/methods). eDSM proved useful to provide

an overview of dependencies, detect direct cycles (a cycle

between two packages) and provide information to remove

them. However, removing all direct cycles does not neces-

sarily remove all cyclic dependencies because there could

be indirect cycles (between more than two packages). Al-

though indirect cycles are also displayed by eDSM, they are

hard to read in the eDSM layout, making the task inefficient.

In this paper, we present a new visualization, called Cy-

cleTable, entirely dedicated to cyclic dependencies assess-

ment. CycleTable layout displays both direct and indi-

rect cycles and shows how minimal cycles are intertwined

through shared edges. CycleTable combines this layout

with the enriched cells of eDSM to provide the details of

dependencies at class level.

Next section introduces the challenges of cycle analy-

sis with graph layout and eDSM. Section 3 explains Cy-

cleTable layout and enriched cells. Section 4 presents a

sample of cyclic dependencies displayed with CycleTable

and discusses the criteria to break cycles as highlighted by

the visualization.

2 Cycle Visualization

Figure 2 shows a sample graph with five nodes and three

minimal cycles. Each edge is weighted. Notice that cycle

A-B-C and A-B-E share a common edge (in yellow) from

A to B. This shared edge is interesting to spot since it joins

two cycles and by removing it we would break those cycles.

Graph layouts offer an intuitive representation of graphs,

and some handle cyclic graph better than others. On large

graphs, complex layouts may reduce the clutter but this is

often not simple to achieve. In addition, in the context of

DSM we enhanced the DSM cells to convey much more

information about the strength, the nature and consequences

of a cycle. Now it is difficult to combine a graph layout

with enriched cells (see Figure 4 for a cell sample), as an

enriched cell represents an edge in a graph. Enriched cell

is an important asset of our work with eDSM as it provides

fine-grained details of a dependency between two packages,

and enables small multiples as well as micro-macro reading

effects [5].

In eDSM we used a matrix, the traditional support of

DSM. It provides a regular structure which is the same at

any scale: it handles the repetitive arrangement of enriched

cells, enabling the above effects. It is a fundamental ele-

ment of eDSM design. In Figure 1, four packages belonging

to Pharo kernel (an open-source Smalltalk) are presented

in a eDSM. It shows edges involved in direct cycles in red

and pink cells, indirect cycles in yellow. More explanations

about the design and usage of eDSM are available in [4].

While eDSM allows us to analyze direct cycles comfort-

ably, we could not address the problem of indirect cycles

left over after removal of direct cycles. The main reason
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Figure 1. Some Pharo core packages in a

eDSM (with cycles overlayed)

for this problem is that it is difficult to read an indirect cy-

cle in the matrix, i.e., to follow the sequence of cells repre-

senting the sequence of edges in the cycle. The order can

appear quite arbitrary as one has to jump between different

columns and rows (this problem does not exist with direct

cycles as there is only two cells, mirroring each other along

the diagonal). Cycles have been overlayed in Figure 1 to

show the complexity of reading indirect cycles, intertwined

with direct cycles.

3 CycleTable

We have built the CycleTable design with the single pur-

pose of visualizing cycles. As a consequence, CycleTable

does not show a complete overview of dependencies be-

tween packages as eDSM does. It complements eDSM.

CycleTable is a rectangular matrix where nodes are placed

in rows and cycles in columns. CycleTable (i) shows each

minimal cycle clearly and independently, (ii) highlights

shared edges between minimal cycles, and (iii) uses en-

riched cells [4] to provide information about edge internals,

enabling small multiples and micro-macro reading [5] i.e.,

variations of the same structure to reveal information. We

detail each of these points now.

3.1 Minimal Cycle

A minimal cycle is a cycle with no repeated nodes other

than the starting and ending nodes. For example, in Fig-

ure 2, A-B-E and A-B-C are two different minimal cycles,

but A-B-C-D-C is not because C is present twice. With min-

imal cycles, the visualization provides all edges contains in

cycles. Therefore it is not necessary to show complex (in-

tertwined) cycles. In the CycleTable layout, each minimal

cycle is represented directly and independently in its own

column.

3.2 CycleTable Layout

The CycleTable layout is presented in Figure 3. This

figure shows a sample CycleTable layout for the graph in

Figure 2. The first column (header) contains the name of

packages involved in cycles, then all minimal cycles are rep-

resented column by column. A box at the intersection of a

row and a column indicates that the package is involved in

the cycle.

One package per row. Each row contains dependencies

(as boxes) from the package in the header. Number in each

box represents the weight of the edge. In Figure 3, first row

represents package A, which depends on package B with

a weight of 10. Second row represents package B, which

depends on E (weight 9) and C (weight 4).

One cycle per column. In the right part of the table, each

column represents a cycle. In Figure 3, the first column

involves packages A, B and E in a cycle. Each minimal

cycle is represented independently.

Shared edges. Cells with the same background color rep-

resent the same edge between two packages, shared by mul-

tiple cycles. In Figure 3, first row contains two boxes with a

yellow background color. It represents the same edge from

A to B, involved in the two distinct cycles A-B-E and A-

B-C. It is a valuable information for reengineering cycles.

Indeed, removing or reversing A-B would solve two cycles.

3.3 CycleTable Cell

Box content is customized to display enriched cells as

in eDSM [4]. An enriched cell displays all dependencies at

class level from one package to the other. A CycleTable cell

is structured in three parts: (i) on top, position in the cycle,

(ii) in center, an enriched cell as in DSM, and (iii) on right,

a colored frame if the edge is shared by multiple cycles.

2
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Figure 2. Sample graph with three cycles.

A

B

E

C

D

B-10

E-9

A-1

A-3

C-4

B-10

C-1

D-1

A-B-E Cycle

Shared edge A-BSource node B

Edge A-B
Edge B-C

Edges 
from C

packages 
involved 
in cycles

each column is a cycle

Figure 3. CycleTable for sample graph.

Position in the cycle. The position in the cycle represents

a relative order between edges. This number is sometimes

necessary to retrieve the exact order of edges in indirect cy-

cles. In Figure 5, numbers allow one to read indirect cycles

in third and fifth columns.

Enriched cell. Cell contents gives a detailed overview of

dependencies from the package in the header of the row

(source package) to the next package in the cycle (target

package). Each cell represents a small context, which en-

forces comparison with others. The objective is to create

small multiples [5].

An enriched cell is composed of three parts. The top

row gives an overview of the strength and nature of the de-

pendencies. The two large boxes detail dependencies going

from the top box to the bottom box i.e., from the source

package to the target package. Each box contains squares

that represent involved classes: referencing classes in the

source package and referenced classes in the target pack-

age. Edges between squares links each source class (in top

box) to its target classes (in bottom box). As this structure

is the same as in eDSM [4], we give no more explanation in

this paper.

Number

Source package

Target package

Ratio of concerned 
classes 

in each package

Tot   Inh   Ref   Msg   Ext

Green fill: no 
dependency to other 
packages

Red fill: 
dependencies in 
both directions with 
other packages

Orange fill: 
dependencies 
from or to other 
packages

Dependency 
number and nature

C

Z X Y

BA

Colored link based on:
- Red: references (+invocations)
- Blue: inheritance
- Green: invocations
- Black: inheritance+others

Position in the cycle

Color: shared edge

Figure 4. Information in CycleTable cell.

4 Breaking Cycles with CycleTable

Figure 5 shows a CycleTable with the sample four pack-

ages of Pharo core presented in Figure 1. Five minimal cy-

cles are immediately made visible. It also appears that three

edges are each involved in multiple cycles (with the red,

blue, and orange frames).

An important asset of CycleTable is that it does not focus

on a single solution to break cyclic dependencies. It rather

highlights different options as there are many ways to re-

solve such cyclic dependencies. Only the reengineer can

select what he thinks is the best solution based on a matter

of criteria. We now discuss how CycleTable allows one to

consider solutions for solving cycles in Figure 5.

First things to consider in CycleTable are the shared

edges, the number of cycles they are involved in,

and their weight. For example, the blue cell linking

System-FileRegistry to Kernel is in the two in-

direct cycles. Yet it has a weight of six dependencies

and involves six classes as well, which can require some

work to remove. Finally, from a semantic point of view,

Kernel is at the root of many functions in the system

so it seems difficult to remove such dependencies from

System-FileRegistry.

Instead, we turn our focus to the red cells, linking

Kernel to System-FilePackage. It has a very low

weight and involves only two classes. This is the minimal

dependency we can get between two packages and seems as

a prime candidate for removal. Removing this dependency

(by moving a class, changing the method, or making a class

3



Figure 5. Pharo core from Figure 1 in CycleTable.

extension) would break the first two cycles from the left.

The third cycle links directly System-FilePackage

and System-Support and is not intertwined with others.

There is a weak link from the second package to the first

which seems easy enough to remove.

Finally, the orange edge links the last two cy-

cles. However, it is obvious that it is too com-

plex to be removed. The fourth cycle seems solvable

by removing its last edge (from System-Support to

System-FileRegistry). The last cycle, linking di-

rectly Kernel and System-Support is too complex

so that a simple removal strategy can be devised with Cy-

cleTable. Both packages are at the very core of Pharo sys-

tem and are highly coupled together.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented CycleTable. This visualiza-

tion shows cycles between packages in a system. Each cy-

cle is presented in a separated column. A colored frame

show which edge is shared by several cycles. To complete

the visualization, enriched cells (proposed in [4]) have been

adapted and integrated to represent each edge.

This visualization is for now a good complement of a

DSM visualization. This visualization allows us to solve

cycles separately or conjointly.

Future work will focus on computing heuristics for high-

lighting interesting edges in cycles (either because of their

low weight or because they are shared by many cycles),

prone to removal by the reengineer.
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Abstract—With the goal of developing 3D applications using
Smalltalk, we decided to build a lightweight 3D framework
named Lumière from scratch, because after conducting a brief
survey of the available frameworks, we found many of them to be
either outdated, abandoned, undocumented or too heavyweight.

In this paper we present the design and implementation
of Lumière , an object-oriented framework based on a stage
metaphor to display interactive 3D micro-worlds.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Smalltalk language and its many dialects include sev-

eral frameworks for developing 3D applications. Some of them

are simple wrappers of low level rendering libraries (such as

OpenGL or DirectX), while others are complete frameworks

for producing 3D graphics. However, many of them are

outdated, unmaintained, undocumented or heavyweight [2].

Therefore we built Lumière , the missing 3D framework

in Smalltalk. We implemented it using Pharo and OpenGL,

with the objective of producing 3D graphics with a simple,

modern, lightweight and efficient framework. Lumière is an

object-oriented framework that provides a layer of abstraction

over graphical primitives and low-level rendering. The low-

level rendering of the framework is done by OpenGL, an

industry standard library for doing high performance graphics.

We chose to use OpenGL for efficiency, maintainability, and

portability reasons [2]. Lumière provides the infrastructure

for building 3D applications using intuitive metaphors and

high-level concepts such as shapes, lights, cameras and stages.

Using Lumière a programmer can create complex 3D scenes

that we call micro-worlds, using performant 3D graphics fully

integrated with the underlying environment (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Lumiere micro-worlds

In the following sections we describe the design and imple-

mentation of Lumière .

II. THE DESIGN OF Lumière

When designing Lumière we chose to build the framework

around an intuitive metaphor, promoting ease of usage and

understanding, because of the immediate mental model that

metaphors provide. We settled on a stage metaphor, where

rendering takes place by cameras taking pictures of micro-

worlds lit by the lights of the stage. Similar concepts were

already present in other Smalltalk frameworks such as Bal-

lon3D and Croquet [3], and also in foreign languages such as

Open Scene Graph1. In the following we detail each aspect of

the design and provide UML diagrams of the exposed APIs.

A. Rendering a Scene

A stage provides a context for taking pictures of a micro-

world, therefore a stage contains a micro-world, cameras and

lights, and other environmental properties such as ambient

lights and fog (see Figure 2).

addLight:
takePictureOn:
viewingVolumeWithAngle: angle aspect: 
aspect zNear: near  zFar:
openAsMorph

microworld
cameras
lights
lightingModel
selectionPolicy
selectedShapes
highlightedShapes

LStage

loadInto:
moveForward
strafeRight
beGroundMovement
takePictureOf:on
angle:aspect:zNear:zFar:

location
orientation
viewingVolume

LCamera

loadInto:
turnOn

ambient
diffuse
specular
location

LLight

LDirectional

intensity: 
angle:

spotDirection
exponent

LSpotlight

attenuationFactor
LPositional

Fig. 2. UML class diagram of Lumiere stages, lights, and cameras

The lights are responsible for illuminating the scenes. There

are several types of lights in Lumière , similar to the OpenGL

lighting model. Each light can be positioned anywhere on stage

and contributes to the final appearance of the shapes in a scene.

Cameras take pictures of the microworlds, rendering them

on a canvas. They dictate several properties of the final

drawing such as the distance, orientation and angle of sight

from which the picture is taken. As such, they determine which

shapes of the micro-world are visible in the rendered image.

1http://www.openscenegraph.org/projects/osg



B. Modeling a micro-world

A Lumière micro-world is a 3D world, programmatically

modeled and populated by a diverse variety of visual objects

called shapes. Shapes are the building blocks of Lumière

scenes, they have visual properties such as scale, color, mate-

rials and textures. A shape can be a primitive or a composite

shape that groups several lower-level shapes. Lumière provides

special-purpose composite shapes with a predefined layout

to simplify the positioning of the shapes composing it (see

Figure 3).

addChild:at:
openAsMorph

sceneGraph
boundingVolume

LMicroworld
boundingVolume
LumiereShape

run
gap

LLayout

model
scale
fillStyle
material
textures

LShape
shapes
LCompositeShape

Fig. 3. Lumiere micro-world and shapes

The visual properties, orientation, and location of Lumière

shapes are described programatically when designing a

Lumière micro-world. The spatial relationships between

shapes are modeled in a micro-world using a scene graph

implementation, which is a hierarchical representation of the

position of the shapes that populate a given micro-world. A

scene graph is a directed graph composed by different types

of nodes. There are nodes for loading translations, rotations,

scales into a canvas. Other nodes when loaded into a canvas

generate a particular figure to be drawn (see Figure 4).

#model
#accept:
#loadInto:

parent
LNode

LDrawableNode

shape
renderingState

LShapeNode

#addChild:at:
child
LMiddleNode

x, y,  z

LAffine
TransformationNode

angle
LRotationNodeLTranslationNode LScaleNode

#addChild:at:
children
LGroupNode

Fig. 4. Lumiere scene graph nodes

When a Lumière node is loaded into a canvas, it modifies

the state of the latter according to the its type. For example

when a scale node is loaded into a canvas it produces a

modification in the size of every shape rendered afterwards.

III. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF Lumière

Lumière uses several underlying frameworks, from the

base graphics renderer, OpenGL to the Pharo UI framework,

Morphic. The architecture of Lumière is depicted in Figure 5.

StageMorph

Stage

Microworld

SceneGraph

OpenGLCanvas

OpenGLContext

AlienOpenGLAlienFFI

Morphic

OpenGL

P
h
a
ro

L
u
m
iè
re

Fig. 5. The architecture of Lumière

Lumière uses OpenGL through AlienFFI, a foreign library

wrapper framework. It uses a canvas framework to facilitate its

interactions with the OpenGL renderer, and is integrated with

the Pharo environment through the Morphic, Omnibrowser and

Glamour frameworks.

A. AlienOpenGL

OpenGL is written in C to maximize performance and

hence Lumière needs to interface with it. We implemented

AlienOpenGL2, a framework that uses AlienFFI to access the

underlying functionality offered by OpenGL. AlienOpenGL

allows one to invoke library functions by sending messages to

a singleton instance of ALienOpenGLLibrary.

address
free
floatAt:
signedByteAt:

Alien

GLConstant

GLEnum GLBoolean

GLFloat GLInt GIntVector

pickedNames
firstNamePicked
secondNamePicked

GLSelectionBuffer

alienMethodNamed:
libraryName

alienHandle

AlienLibrary

glColor3fRed:green:blue:
glEnable:
glLoadName:
glMatrixMode:
glGetInteger:

AlienOpenGLLibrary

gluPerspectiveAngle:aspect:zNear:zFar:
gluLookAtEye:center:up:
gluPickMatrixX:y:width:height:viewport:

AlienGluLibrary

Fig. 6. AlienOpenGL API

See Figure 6 for a UML class diagram of the API of

AlienOpenGL.

This framework also provides OpenGL data types reifi-

cation, access to the Glu library (an extension to the base

OpenGL library), and facilities for creating and manipulating

an OpenGL drawable surface, managed both by the operating

system and AlienOpenGL, where the rendering takes place.

2AlienOpenGL is available at http://www.squeaksource.com/AlienOpenGL



B. Canvas and context

When taking pictures of a micro-world with a camera,

Lumière traverses the scene and loads the primitive shapes

onto a canvas, which is an abstraction of a 3D surface,

where primitive figures can be rendered. A canvas has a

context, an object that reifies an OpenGL context (a particular

state of the base rendering system), and acts as an adapter

between Lumière code and the basic OpenGL protocol of

the AlienOpenGL framework. The canvas context allows us

to provide some optimizations by maintaining a cache of the

state changes, and forwarding only real state changes to the

low level AlienOpenGL library.

A canvas forwards the load primitives requests to the

appropriate class of geometry object of Lumière , for example

the message #loadSphereScaled: is forwarded to an

instance of LSphere. This enables to implement different

vertex loading mechanisms without modifying any of the can-

vas load methods, decoupling the request of loading a primitive

from the actual low-level implementation. In Figure 7 we

display the canvas, context and geometry class diagram.

backgroundColor:
loadColor:
loadMaterial:
loadAxisScaled:
loadCubeScaled:
loadCylinderScaled:
loadDiskScaled:
loadLineScaled:
loadSphereScaled:
useLightingModel:

context
LOpenGLCanvas

disableAllLights
enableTexture:
doBackfaceCulling
clearTransformation
loadModelviewMode
loadColor:
loadScale:
makeCurrent

ogl
color
matrixMode
fillMode
loadedMaterial

LOpenGLContext

LCylinder LCube LSphere LPyramid

loadWithNormalsInto:scale:
loadWithoutNormalsInto:scale:
loadForPickingInto:scale:

LGeometry

Fig. 7. Canvas, context and geometry

C. Scene graph

The scene graph dictates the final appearance, orientation,

and location of the shapes that populate a micro-world. Each

node in the path from the root node to a drawable node,

contributes to modify the mentioned properties. For example,

inserting a scale node after the root node of a micro-world that

contains only one drawable node that renders a cube, affects

the final size of the cube being rendered.

A scene graph is a convenient structure for accessing all

the shapes in a micro-world when performing several tasks.

Lumière uses the Visitor design pattern [1] to streamline

this process. Lumière includes three different visitors (see

Figure 8) for traversing scene graphs:

1) LRenderingVisitor: A rendering visitor traverses

the scene and loads the visible nodes into a canvas to

display images on the screen.

2) LScenePickingVisitor: Picking is the process

trough which OpenGL determines which 3D object is

under the mouse cursor. OpenGL renders the scene in

a hidden buffer for this, so the picking visitor renders

a lower detail version of the drawables for optimization

purposes.

3) LBVHCullingVisitor: Culling is the process of

determining which parts of the scene are visible or

not. The culling visitor traverses the scene performing

intersection tests, pruning the nodes of the shapes that

are outside a particular viewing volume.

traverse:andRenderOn:

visited
selectedNodes
highlightedNodes

LRenderingVisitor

visitDrawableNode:
visitGroupNode:
visitMiddleNode:
visitRotationNode:
visitTranslationNode:
visitScaleNode:

sceneGraph
canvas
prunedNodes

LSceneGraphVisitor

traverse:andRenderOn:
loadNodeNamed:

namedNodes
LScenePickingVisitor

traverse:andRenderOn:
loadNodeNamed:

camera
LBVHCullingVisitor

Fig. 8. Lumiere scene visitors

D. Underlying environment integration

Lumière is fully integrated in the Pharo smalltalk envi-

ronment. A stage can be opened in a window, integrated in

browsers and respond to mouse and keyboard events.

Integration with Morphic. Lumière stages are integrated

into Morphic, the standard UI framework of Pharo. Lu-

miere shapes, micro-worlds and stages answer the message

#openAsMorph, opening an instance of a StageMorph. A

Stage Morph holds an AlienOpenGL draw-able for performing

the low level rendering, displaying pictures of the micro-

worlds taken by the cameras of the stages.

Integration with Omnibrowser. Stage morphs can be

inserted into Omnibrowser, the standard window environment

of Pharo. A stage morph answers the messages #addWindow

and #removeWindow, for adding or removing the window

decorating it.

Integration with Glamour. Lumière stages can also be in-

tegrated into Glamour, a new scriptable browser framework for

Pharo. Any stage can be rendered as a Lumière presentation

inserted into a glamour browser (see Figure 9).

Responding to user events. The shapes of micro-worlds

displayed by stage morphs can react to user input, from the

keyboard and mouse. Lumière provides modifiable stage inter-

action policies to control the highlighting, selection, clicking

and keyboard event handling. For example some stage interac-

tion policies specify single or multiple selection, floating over

shapes awareness and different camera keyboards movements.



Fig. 9. Glamour integration

In Figure 10 we present to the right a stage morph with a

selected shape, and to the left a stage morph with a highlighted

shape integrated into Omnibrowser.

Fig. 10. Pharo integration

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented the design and implementation of

Lumière , our novel 3D framework implemented in Smalltalk.

Lumière uses a stage metaphor to render micro-worlds –

graphs of 3D shapes generated programmatically– in OpenGL.

Lumière is implemented using Pharo and is fully integrated

with the underlying environment. The 3D scenes generated by

Lumière can be integrated in Pharo’s windows and browsers,

and Lumière provides support for customizable keyboard and

mouse interactions.
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Abstract—The information that can be used to analyze
software systems is not limited to the raw source code, but
also to any other artifact produced during its evolution. In
our recent work we have focused on how archives of e-mails
that concern a system can be exploited to enhance program
comprehension.

In this paper we present Miler, a tool we have built for that
purpose. We describe its architecture and infrastructure, and
the FAMIX meta-model extension we have devised to model
mailing list archives.

I. INTRODUCTION

In software systems, not only the source code, but any

other artifact revolving around them (requirements, design

documents, user manuals, bug reports, etc.) concurs to

define their shapes. Such artifacts add information either

by describing a specific piece of the source code or generally

introducing concepts or necessities.

E-mail archives are widely employed during the devel-

opment of software systems and contain information at

different levels of abstraction. E-mails are used to discuss

issues ranging from low-level decisions (e.g., implementation

of specific software artifacts, bug fixing, discussing user

interface problems) up to high-level considerations (e.g.,

design rationales, future planning). They can often be written

and read by both software system developers and end-users,

and always come with additional meta-information (e.g., time-

stamp, thread, author) that can be taken into account.

Since the FAMIX meta-model was designed to be exten-

sible, adding new information to the source code entities

it models is straightforward. However, to add information

from e-mails it is first necessary to import messages from the

archives in which they reside. Then, the resulting data must

be stored in an easily accessible persistent format, in order

to be used for subsequent analyses. Finally, the information

contained in e-mails must be linked to the entities in the

system model, described according to the FAMIX meta-

model.

In this article we present Miler, a tool infrastructure that

tackles these issues and allows one to analyze e-mail archives

of software systems. Miler is implemented in VisualWorks1

Smalltalk, uses the Moose Reengineering Environment for

the modeling tasks, and uses GLORP [4] and the Metabase

[2] for the object persistency. In previous work we used

this infrastructure to create a benchmark for e-mail analysis

1http://www.cincomsmalltalk.com/

and to test different lightweight methodologies for linking

e-mails and source code [1].

Structure of the paper In Section II we present an

overview of the Miler architecture introducing its components

and showing how they interact. Then we provide the details

of our technique to import archives of mailing lists, and we

explain how we store e-mails in a database transparently

thanks to a simple meta-model description. In Section III,

we discuss how to use Miler to deal with the merging of the

model of the system and the model of the e-mail archive.

We conclude in Section IV.

II. MILER

Figure 1 depicts an overview of Miler’s architecture.

After a target system is chosen (point I), the source code

is imported into the MOOSE Reengineering Environment

through an importer module. The importer parses the source

code, generate the corresponding model according to the

FAMIX meta-model and exports it in a format that can be

loaded by the MOOSE Environment. It is possible both to

use a third-part importer or to implement a specific one. For

example, when working with Java systems we used iPlasma2

as importer, while we implemented specific importers to deal

with languages (e.g., PHP, Actionscript) not supported by

any external tool. After the necessary models are available

from Moose, they are included into the core of Miler as

“System Models”.

After the target system is selected, the e-mails in the

archive of mailing lists are also imported into Miler. Different

systems use different applications to manage and archive

mailing lists, thus not offering a consistent way to access to

their data. Moreover, such applications could change during

the system lifetime. For this reason, in the worst case scenario,

it might be necessary to write at least one importer per system

to collect e-mails. We tackled this issue by using MarkMail3,

a free service for searching mailing list archives, which are

constantly updated. More than 7,000 mailing lists, taken

especially from open source software projects, are stored and

displayed in a consistent manner. It is possible both to search

e-mails through queries and to access all the e-mails of a

specific mailing list. We implemented an importer (Figure 1,

point II) that crawls the MarkMail website and extracts all the

e-mails from the selected mailing lists and instantiates them

2http://loose.upt.ro/iplasma/
3http://markmail.org/
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Figure 1. Miler architecture

as objects that are part of the Miler core. As it appears from

the architecture diagram, it is easy to add various importers

capable of extracting data from other sources than MarkMail

service and instantiate them as objects.

To store information gathered from a mailing list, we use

an approach based on object persistency rather than using text

files (e.g., as done with MOOSE, whose last, and currently

used, file format is MSE4). Text files do not require a DBMS,

however data cannot be accessed remotely, and they generate

performance bottlenecks, since the entire text file must always

be parsed (i.e., it is not possible to import only parts of the

model). When considering mailing lists, the performance

aspect is relevant as they often contain thousands of e-mails.

In Figure 1, the orange components that reside inside the

core of Miler (Point IV) are modeled according to a meta-

model written in Meta5. Thanks to these meta-descriptions,

the Metabase component is capable of automatically gener-

ating the corresponding GLORP class descriptions, which

define the mapping between the Smalltalk classes and the

4http://scg.unibe.ch/wiki/projects/fame/mse
5Meta is the previous version of Fame (http://scg.unibe.ch/wiki/projects/

fame/)

database tables [2]. In this way, objects are stored and

retrieved from the chosen database transparently through the

GLORP layer: It is sufficient to save the objects of the model

the first time they are created and to create a connection

with the database when loading Miler. In addition, since

objects are stored in a common database, it is possible to

access them, even remotely, from different languages and

applications.

The last component of the Miler architecture is the “Miler

Game”(Figure 1, Point V). This is a web application used

to manually annotate the entities of the systems with the

e-mails discussing them. This application is built on the top

of the Miler Core using the Seaside web framework [3]. In

Section III, we describe in detail the application from a user

point of view.

III. ENTITIES AND E-MAILS

After the core of Miler is filled with the necessary data,

gathered from both source code and message archives, the

step that follows is extending the FAMIX models with the

relevant information that resides inside the model of e-mails,

i.e., linking software system entities (e.g., classes) with the
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e-mails discussing them. Since e-mails are written in free-

form text, automatically finding such missing links is not

a trivial task [1]. To create a benchmark against which to

compare approaches that establish such links, we devised the

“Miler Game”, a web application that permits to efficiently

annotate the system entities with the corresponding e-mails.

Figure 2 illustrates the main page of the web application,

which is displayed after the user login. Different interactive

panels form this page: the “Systems” panel (Point I) shows

the list of the software systems for which both the FAMIX

model and the e-mails are available in Miler. The user here

chooses the system to be considered. The “Mails” panel

(Point II) informs the user about how many e-mails have

been read for each system. Since it is possible to setup a

predetermined number of mails to read per system (e.g., to

create benchmarks [1]), this number is also displayed. The

“Navigation” panel (Point III) allows the user to retrieve an

e-mail knowing its unique permalink (as we were using the

MarkMail importer, we decided to use the one present in the

MarkMail service). The main panel of the application is the

e-mail panel (Point IV), in which the headers and content of

an e-mail are displayed. Headers are displayed on top of the

message, including the subject, the author, the date and the

list to which the e-mail was sent, and the unique permalink

of the message inside Miler. The message content is colored

like in common e-mail readers: “Threaded” messages that

are part of a larger discussion often quote sentences from

previous e-mails, thus, in order to increase readability, the

Miler Game colors quoted text differently. Finally, there is the

“Annotation” panel (Point V) with two components: the list

of the entities that are already annotated (i.e., are discussed

in the e-mail) and an autocompletion field (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Autocompletion in the Miler Game

This field helps the user in annotating the e-mail at different

levels: first, it allows the user to see all the entities whose

name include the letters she inserted; second, it avoids

typos and forces the user to enter only entities that are

really present in the FAMIX models; third, the entity names

are colored according to the time proximity of the e-mail



date and the entity release. In Miler, it is possible to have

more than one release of the same system, and when the

entity names are displayed their date is taken into account.

If the entity is present in the last release before the e-

mail date, then its name will be colored in black in the

autocompletion menu, if the entity is older, then it will

be colored in light gray. On the contrary, if the entity

appears in the version released after the e-mail date, its color

will be blue, otherwise light blue, if present in a version

which was released later. This helps the user discerning the

appropriate entity. For example, if we consider the class

named ClassFinder, that is also present in Figure 3, the

autocompletion menu shows two different entities with this

name: “org::apache::jmeter::util::ClassFinder”, in light gray,

and “org::apache::jorphan::reflect::ClassFinder”, in black. If

the class is mentioned only by its name in the e-mail, without

the package, and there is no other information, the user can

decide to take the latter, as it is more probable that the e-mail

is referring to it.
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Figure 4. UML Schema of the Miler core

Figure 4 shows the core meta-model behind Miler. MSys-

tem is the class representing a system that is imported in

Miler. Since GLORP adds an hidden “id” instance variable

to every object it stores, it is possible for the name to be

not unique. Each MSystem owns a collection of MReleases,

which represent the various version of the source code.

Each MRelease is characterized by a “timestamp” and has a

collection of unique MEntities. In our case, we decided to

create a new class to represent entities of the system, instead

of extending Moose definitions, however it is possible to

substitute this abstraction with a FAMIXAbstractObject class.

To do so, the developer must describe that class meta-model

using Meta to specify the information, i.e., instance variables,

to be stored and retrieved from the database.

In Figure 4, the class Reviewer represents the abstraction

of the users of Miler. When a reviewer reads a new e-

mail, this generates a new Annotation that expresses the

reviewer’s opinion on the connection between a Mail and

zero or more MEntities. This class shows the “missing link”

between source code entities and e-mails. Once the links

are validated (e.g., by a review or other expert users), the

Annotation can be put aside and the MEntity can be directly

extended with the new information. If FAMIXAbstractObject

takes the place of MEntity, it is possible to extend it either

by using a new instance variable or by using the property

attribute already existing in the class.

Annotations can be generated not only by the manual

work of users, but also implementing an automated method.

For example, it was shown that searching for entity names

into the content of mails using regular expressions is often

sufficient to establish a correct link between an e-mail and

source code artifacts [1].

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper we have presented Miler, a novel tool

infrastructure to establish links between e-mails and source

code artifacts. We described the architecture of Miler,

discussing the different modules composing it, and presented

our implementation and how it can be extended. We then

presented Miler Game, a web application we devised for

manually linking the information in the e-mails with the

entities of the system.

As future work, we plan to extend the “Miler Game”

web application to allow selected users to easily perform

administrative tasks, such as adding new systems, releases

or mailing lists, by simply providing a link to the version

control repository or to the mailing list archive.
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Abstract

Programming is a knowledge intensive activity. In or-

der to write and evolve programs, programmers make use of

knowledge of different kinds like about the business domain,

programming technologies or design. Most of the current

reverse engineering approaches do not explicitly take into

consideration the domain knowledge implemented in pro-

grams when the analyses are performed and thereby they

lose important information. This situation is due to a series

of difficulties that need to be overcome when performing

analyses that interpret the code from the point of view of do-

main knowledge. In this paper we advocate the need for the

explicit use of domain knowledge in program analyses and

we discuss the most important challenges that have to be

addressed to realize such analyses in the practice: making

the knowledge explicit, obtaining the knowledge, defining

appropriate interpretations, and recovering the interpreta-

tions automatically. We present islands of solutions to ap-

proach these challenges and we argue that to systematically

overcome them is required a community effort.

1 Introduction

Programs model aspects of the real world. Design

heuristics and object-oriented design guidelines suggest that

there needs to be a correspondence between program mod-

ules and the domain knowledge that they implement [3].

The situation in the practice is however different: units

of knowledge are scattered between many program mod-

ules and a single program module contains more knowl-

edge units (phenomena known as delocalization and inter-

leaving) – e. g. Figure 1 illustrates how are multiple kinds of

knowledge used in different program parts: different classes

reference knowledge about the business domain (e. g. fam-

ily), the programming technologies (e. g. XML), architec-

ture (e. g. Visitor pattern), and Java core library. Thereby

the structure of the program is only weakly related to the

partition of the domain knowledge that it implements. By

regarding programs purely from a structural point of view
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Figure 1. Weaving of different kinds (dimen-

sions) of domain knowledge in programs

we lose the connection with the domain knowledge. Instead

of analyzing programs from the point of view of their struc-

ture, one could change the focus and regard the code pri-

mary from the point of view of the domain knowledge that

it uses. Our aim is to obtain and use a new interpretation

of the code given in terms of the domain knowledge (Fig-

ure 2). This high level interpretation is highly desirable (and

more natural) since the end-user changes requests, technol-

ogy changes, the need to reuse already written code are all

expressed in terms of domain knowledge (about technical

or business domain) and how it is reflected in the code.
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Currently, the use of domain knowledge is only sporadi-

cally considered into automatic programs analysis practice.

Instead of using the domain knowledge up-front in the anal-

yses, today the reverse engineers implicitly interpret the do-

main knowledge agnostic analysis results from the point of

view of his background knowledge. In automatic program

analysis approaches (Figure 3-top), the domain knowledge

is regarded as a helper in the analyses (at best), and beside

several use-cases (concepts location being the most repre-

sentative one), the domain knowledge is mostly ignored. In

our vision (Figure 3-bottom) rather than being only a helper

in analyzing programs, the domain knowledge should play

a fundamental role in any kind of program analysis. Based

on the domain meaning we can define completely new anal-

yses and enhance the existent ones – e. g. the domain mean-

ing can be used to lift the current analyses at the logical

level such as: instead of assessing the structural modularity

of a program we could assess its logical modularity, instead

of detecting code clones we could to address logical redun-

dancy, etc. We advocate that the systematic use of domain

knowledge when analyzing programs can leverage the cur-

rent analyses at a higher level of abstraction, this being the

central aim of reverse engineering [4].
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Figure 3. Classical reverse engineering vs.
domain knowledge driven program analysis

Outline. In the next sections we present a generic frame-

work for assigning domain meaning to programs (Sec-

tion 2), we discuss some challenges that need to be over-

come in order to perform domain knowledge driven pro-

gram analyses on a large scale (Section 3), we present is-

lands of solutions for tackling these challenges (Section 4)

and our call for a community effort (Section 5).

2 Assigning domain meaning to programs

In Figure 4 we present a generic framework to assign do-

main meaning to programs. The key parts in the framework

are the semantic domain, program abstraction, and inter-

pretation as we detail below.
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Figure 4. Framework for assigning (domain)

meaning to programs

Program abstraction. The program abstraction is a

model of the program that is rich enough to allow the de-

sired analyses. The abstraction should not be too detailed

to hinder the analyses due to too much information; at the

same time, the abstraction should not be too coarse-grained

to make the results of the analyses inaccurate.

Defining the program abstraction and extracting it with

different parsing technologies from the code is one of the

mostly studied issues in the reverse engineering. An ex-

ample of an established program abstraction is the FAMIX

meta-model [5].

Semantic domain. The semantic domain is an adequate

representation of domain knowledge, that is used to inter-

pret the program. The semantic domain should be flexible

enough to represent accurately (i. e. with minimal encoding

bias) concepts from a wide variety of domains (e. g. from

business domains to programming technologies), at differ-

ent levels of detail, from different perspectives (e. g. struc-

ture, dynamics), and it should be rich enough to enable the

desired analyses.

Since in domain knowledge driven program analysis pro-

grams are interpreted from the point of view of the knowl-

edge that they implement (rather than based on the seman-

tics of the programming language) and since the domain

knowledge is captured in the semantic domain, the limits

of the semantic domain determines the limits of the logical

analyses.

Interpretation. The interpretation is a mapping between

the program abstraction and the chosen semantic domain.

The mapping assigns meaning to the program and is the key

ingredient for the definition of advanced analyses. In order

to enable the analysis of big programs, we need to recover

(or approximate) the interpretation automatically.

Recovery the interpretation is a problem similar to con-

cepts location [9] and concepts assignment [2], whereby the

concepts are a priori well defined by the semantic domain,

belong to different kinds of knowledge ranging from busi-

ness domain to programming (as shown in Figure 1) and the

2



meaning of the mappings between the concepts and pro-

gram parts is well defined. In domain knowledge driven

program analyses, the interpretation is not seen as external

analysis (like concepts location is depicted in upper part of

Figure 3) but rather as fundamental (inherent) part of the

programs representation (Figure 3-bottom).

Most of the reverse engineering approaches that use ex-

ternal knowledge to interpret programs (e. g. [1, 6, 7, 8, 12])

can be classified according to the framework from Figure 4.

These approaches differ in the formality of the semantic do-

main (e. g. natural language documentation, weak ontolo-

gies, logics-based knowledge bases), in the definedness of

the interpretation (e. g. traceability links, reference of indi-

vidual concepts), or in the chosen program abstraction.

3 Challenges in domain knowledge driven

program analysis

In the ideal way, domain knowledge driven analyses

should be similar to the investigation of a project guru that

knows exactly the structure of the program, the knowledge

implemented in the program and how does it map to the

program entities. The guru would further use these ingredi-

ents as basis for more complex analyses. The pure structural

analyses approaches are a particular case of domain knowl-

edge driven ones, in the sense that the domain knowledge is

not used at all (called the “zero knowledge assumption”).

From the above ingredients for implementing the domain

knowledge driven program analyses, obtaining the program

abstraction is by far the most understood. Both the making

the semantic domain explicit, populating it with the knowl-

edge, defining an adequate interpretation and recovering it

automatically are open issues.

1) Expressing and obtaining the domain knowledge. A

precondition of performing complex analyses is to have do-

main knowledge in a machine processable form. Obtain-

ing the domain knowledge and sharing it are problems ad-

dressed by knowledge engineering (knowledge acquisition,

representation and sharing).

Ontologies are envisioned to be fundamental means for

sharing knowledge. However, there is much knowledge that

can not be captured in ontologies – e. g. knowledge about

the dynamics of a system, physical laws, complex relations,

constraints, knowledge that is not lexicalized (knowledge

units that do not have (yet) associated a name). Further-

more, obtaining adequate ontologies for program analyses

is an open issue. Off-the-shelf ontologies that exist to-

day1 are highly inadequate for analyzing the programs (have

1http://swoogle.umbc.edu

other focus, are at another abstraction level, and are not de-

tailed enough).

2) Defining and recovering the interpretation. Defining

and automatically recovering the exact mappings between

the domain knowledge and the code is a difficult issue – for

example, a domain concept can be defined, represented, en-

coded or only referenced in a part of a program. Depending

on the exact interpretation we can apply different analyses

over the program – e. g. whether a certain concept is redun-

dantly defined, or only referenced in several places.

Once adequate interpretations are defined, in order to be

applicable on large programs, we need to recover them in a

(semi-)automatic manner. For most of the domain concepts

(especially those of non-technical nature) the clues for re-

covering the interpretation stay outside of the programming

language definition and mostly in informal sources of in-

formation – for example the names of program identifiers

represent the most important clues. The recovery of inter-

pretation based on this information is sensitive to the quality

of identifiers and the modularization of the program. There-

fore, in the most general case the interpretation can be only

approximated. These facts lead to difficulties in recover-

ing exactly the interpretation and subsequently performing

automatic program analyses.

4 Approaching the challenges

Implementing domain knowledge driven program anal-

yses in the widest sense is a difficult endeavor that would

require human intelligence. However, depending on cer-

tain (classes of) use-cases even small and simple knowledge

bases and rough approximations in the recovery of the in-

terpretation function can bring substantial advantages.

4.1 Expressing and obtaining the domain
knowledge

Expressing the semantic domain as light-weighted

ontologies. Light-weighted ontologies (concepts and rela-

tions among them) can be used as a relatively simple and

convenient way to express lexicalized parts of the domain

knowledge.

Extracting domain knowledge by analyzing the sim-

ilarities of domain specific APIs. Knowledge about pro-

gramming technologies (e. g. XML, GUI, databases, com-

munication) is used in virtually every program and therefore

due to its pervasive occurrence in programs, many analy-

sis use-cases involve it. Therefore, once knowledge bases

that contain programming knowledge are built, they can be

shared and re-used by a community of users for analyzing

different programs.

3



Much of the knowledge of technical nature (e. g. GUI,

XML, databases) is captured by the APIs that are well estab-

lished in the programming community – e. g. the standard

APIs of each programming language. We started to build

a repository of programming technologies knowledge2 that

contain light-weighted ontologies extracted by analyzing

the commonalities of multiple APIs that address the same

domain. This represents only a first step in sharing the tech-

nical knowledge relevant for interpreting a wide variety of

programs.

Building knowledge bases through reverse knowledge

engineering. In the case when no knowledge base is avail-

able that fulfills our needs, we can perform reverse knowl-

edge engineering in order to build the semantic domain by

manually investigating the code and building fragments of

the semantic domain (e. g. fragments of ontologies that con-

tain the domain knowledge) [6, 11]. However, in order to

do this we need adequate tool support and a well defined

methodology.

4.2 Defining and recovering adequate in-
terpretations

Defining the interpretations based on use-cases. De-

pending on the use-case, we need more or less powerful

interpretations. For example, assessing the logical modular-

ity of programs [11] requires a weaker interpretation as op-

posed to the assessment of domain appropriateness of APIs

[10]. Depending on the powerfulness of the interpretation

it can be easier (or not) to recover it from programs in an

automatic manner.

Recovering the interpretation. One way to recover

the interpretation is to use the information contained in the

names of program identifiers or in the code documentation.

The advantage is that in this manner we can recover infor-

mation belonging to a wide variety of domains. However,

this approach is very sensitive with respect to the quality of

the identifiers. Other approaches that recover knowledge

closer to programming (e. g. design patterns) use pattern

matching for interpreting the code [8]. Finally, there are

analysis approaches based on the manual definition of the

interpretation [6, 12].

A minimal unified meta-model. In Figure 5 we present

a minimal meta-model that contains the program abstrac-

tion and the domain knowledge as two graphs. The inter-

pretation is given by a relation between concepts and pro-

gram elements. Both the program graph and the knowledge

graphs can be refined with more structure (FAMIX is an ex-

tension of the program graph), or enhanced with constraints.

2http://www4.in.tum.de/˜ratiu/knowledge_

repository.html
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Figure 5. A minimal unified meta-model that
considers programs abstraction and domain
knowledge

5 The need for a community effort

Finally, we advocate that in order to systematically ad-

dress these challenges and to use domain knowledge in au-

tomatic program analyses, we need a community effort.

Systematic building of knowledge bases about program-

ming technologies that are frequently used, annotations of

standard APIs with the conceptual information, definition

of interpretations adequate for performing certain analyses

require efforts that can be addressed only in a community.
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Abstract—Java Enterprise Applications (JEAs) are complex
systems composed using various technologies that in turn rely
on languages other than Java, such as XML or SQL. Given the
complexity of these applications, the need to reverse engineer
them in order to support further development becomes critical.
In this paper we show how it is possible to split a system into
layers and how is possible to interpret the distance between
application elements in order to support the refactoring of
JEAs. The purpose of this paper is to explore ways to provide
suggestions about the refactoring operations to perform on the
code by evaluating the distance between layers and elements
belonging those layers. We split JEAs into layers by considering
the kinds and the purposes of the elements composing the
application. We measure distance between elements by using
the notion of the shortest path in a graph. Also we present
how to enrich the interpretation of the distance value with
enterprise pattern detection in order to refine the suggestion
about modifications to perform on the code.

Keywords-Reverse engineering; Java Enterprise; Architec-
ture.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE) was

introduced in 1999 it has become one of the standard

technologies for enterprise application development. J2EE

applications are complex systems composed using various

technologies that in turn rely on languages other than Java,

such as XML or SQL. In order to perform different kinds

of analyses on JEAs it is important to collect information

from all sources and put it together in a model that can

include everything relevant. In this paper we focus our

attention on analyzing the structure of JEAs. As known

from the literature [1], [2], [3], [4] JEAs, by their very

nature, can be split into layers. Each layer can differ from

the others in the type of the elements that it contains or in

the task that those elements have been created to perform.

Evaluating the distance between different layers and between

elements belonging those layers we can reveal violations

of the application’s architecture that should be modified in

order to improve readability and maintainability.

In this paper we propose a technique to drive this refac-

toring. We describe the layering scheme that we adopt,

the index that we use to identify architectural violations

and how we can modify the interpretation of that index

using enterprise pattern detection. We plan to implement

our proposal in Moose [5], a software analysis platform,

in order to exploit our existing infrastructure for static and

dynamic analysis. Moose is a reengineering environment that

provide several services including a language independent

meta-model. On top of Moose have been build several tools

that provide different services like: static analysis, dynamic

analysis, software visualization, evolution analysis.

II. LAYERING

Java Enterprise Applications are complex software sys-

tems composed of different elements. Because those ele-

ments have different purposes and behaviors JEAs can be

split into layers [1]. Comparing different types of layering

schemes [1], [2], [3], [4] we split the applications into 4

layers: Presentation, Service, Business and Data layer. Every

element belonging to a layer has a specific purpose and they

work together to solve the user’s problems. The Presentation

layer contains all elements concerning the front-end of the

application such as a rich UI or an HTML browser interface.

The Service layer is part of the Business layer and contains

all those elements that define the set of available operations

and manage the communications between the Presentation

layer and the domain logic classes. The Business layer

includes all classes that implement and model the domain

logic. The Data layer contains all classes that access the

database and map the data into objects that can be used by

the application. In Figure 1 illustrates the layering system

that we adopt. The large external rectangles represent the

layers.

When implementing a service it is always important to

create a complete structure that involves all layers. There

are two main reasons for this: the first, and most important

one, is related to code understanding and the second to

maintainability. If, for some reason, a service does not

need to process some data, an element belonging to the

Presentation layer can invoke directly an element in the Data

layer. However in this way whoever will read the code will

miss the domain model related to that particular service.

So it becomes much more difficult to understand the code.



It is also important go through all layers for reasons of

maintainability. If at the beginning of development it is not

necessary to process some data, it could became necessary

afterward and it is usually tricky to modify the structure of

the code preserving understandability.

Service 
Layer

Business 
Layer

B
Data 
Layer

Presentation 
Layer

A

Service 
Layer

Business 
Layer

B
Data 
Layer

Presentation 
Layer

A

RIGHT WRONG

Figure 1. Layering scheme and basic invocation chian.

III. DISTANCE BETWEEN ELEMENTS

We use value of the distance between JEA’s elements

to identify violations in the architecture. We compute the

distance between elements using the notion of the shortest

path in a graph. We can therefore use graph theory to solve

our problem [6]. In the following we summarize the idea of

distance used to solve the shortest path problem.

We have a weighted, directed graph G = �V,E�, with a

weight function ω : E → R mapping edges to real-valued

weights. The weight of a path p = �υ0, υ1, υ2, . . . , υn� is

the sum of all weights of its edges:

ω(p) =

k
�

i=1

ω(υi−1, υi) (1)

The shortest path weight from u to υ is defined as:

δ(u, υ) =







min{ω(p) : u � υ} if there is a path

from u and υ,

∞ otherwise

(2)

Every edge in the graph has a weight that is necessary

to find which is the shortest path between two elements. In

our case we want to assign to each of them the weight 1. It

is possible to calculate the minimum number of invocations

from one method to another using Dijkstra’s algorithm. We

define the distance between two elements as the shortest

path between those two elements.

We will define threshold values to determine which dis-

tance is correct and which is not. To simplify the concept

in this work, even if the Presentation layer could contain

HTML or JS Pages as well as GUI elements in any language,

in the following we will consider an element contained in

this layer as a class with methods.

The basic distance to calculate is the distance between

different methods. The distances between classes and layers

are derived from the distance between methods, therefore

it is not necessary to apply the algorithm used to calculate

distances on those methods, it is just necessary to regroup

the methods of a path as part of a class or a layer.

In Figure 1 on the left we show the basic invocation chain

that implements a normal user request. This chain contains

classes and the smallest squares are methods or a generic

JSP or HTML page. In Figure 1 on the right we also show

what we consider to be a wrong invocation chain. In fact in

this case the element A belonging to the Presentation layer

invokes directly the method B belonging to the Data layer.

The distance between classes and layers is important to

calculate because we cannot be sure that everything is fine

just looking at the distance between methods. If the distance

between methods has an acceptable value this doesn’t means

that every layer is touched in the implementation.

We will present in the following some examples that

cover some normal cases that can be found in a normal

implementation of an enterprise application. It is important

to underline that the real threshold values to adopt to evaluate

the code are still to be decided and they will be defined

by analyzing some huge industrial case studies with a

number of classes up to 1800. Below we exemplify our idea

considering as right a distance value between two elements

belonging the Presentation and the Data layer equals to 3.

Example 1: In Figure 1 on the left: The distance between

method A and method B is 3 as well as the distance

between the class that contains A and the class that contains

B and the distance between the Presentation layer and

the Data layer. We consider this situation a basic right

implementation where all layers are touched. If instead we

consider two classes, the first belonging to the Presentation

layer and the second belongs to the Data layer, then if the

distance between those classes is 1 it means that there is

a direct invocation from the Presentation layer to the Data

layer. This is the most basic and recurrent case of wrong

implementation.

Example 2: In Figure 2 are shown a couple of correct paths.

On the left side the distance between method A and method

B is 4, instead the distance between the class that contains A

and the class that contains B as well as the distance between

the Presentation layer and the Data layer is 3. From those

2
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Figure 2. Layering scheme and basic invocation chian.

values we can see that all layers have been touched and

that in a class there is an internal invocation because of

the difference between the distance between methods and

the distance between classes. On the right in Figure 2 all

distance values are the same and equal to 4. Also in this case

we can see that everything seems fine. What is important in

a situation like this is that the number of invocations is not

too high. A too high value is a symptom of complexity, so

maybe that service implementation could be simplified.

Example 3: In Figure 3 on the left the distance between

method A and method B is 3 so we consider it right. On

the other hand the distance between their classes is just 2

as well as the distance between the Presentation layer and

the Data layer. What is missing is a representation of the

domain logic. On the right in Figure 3 the distance between

A and B and the distance between the classes that contain

them is 4 so it is right but the distance between layers is 2.

What is missing is an entry point for that specific service

because method A accesses directly a method belonging to

the Business layer.

IV. DISTANCE AND ENTERPRISE PATTERNS

There is a large body of development patterns gathered

by the engineering community. There are patterns for en-

terprise applications [1] in general and patterns for J2EE

[4] in particular. The description of design patterns provides

information about the structure, the participant’s roles, the

interaction between participants and, above all, the intent for

which they should be used. Our intent is to mix the value of

the distance between elements and data source architectural

patterns [1] tuning the results obtained by just looking for

the distance index.

By being able to identify data source architectural patterns

in the applications it is possible to provide more specific

suggestions on the operation to accomplish during the refac-

toring. It is also possible to identify potential errors in a

correct invocation sequence or vice versa.

Sample 1

Service 
Layer

Business 
Layer

Presentation 
Layer

A

B
Data 
Layer

Presentation 
Layer

A

Service 
Layer

Business 
Layer

Sample 2

Data 
Layer

B

Figure 3. Layering scheme and basic invocation chian.

For example in Figure 1 on the right is shown a wrong

invocation where the distance between A and B is 1. In this

case the business logic is missing as well as the invocation

to the Service layer that define the services available in

the system. A standard modification to the code will be

to implement one class belonging to the Business layer

and another belonging to the Service layer. Supposing now

that the class that contains B implements the pattern Active

Record [1]. By it own definition, this pattern should contain

some domain logic. So the modification to enact is not just

to implement the missing classes in the Business and the

Data layer but also to move the domain logic in the new

class down to the Business layer.

V. RELATED WORKS

Some effort has been already spent in the context of

architectural conformance checking [7], [8], [9]. In particular

[9] extracting information from source code and byte code in

Java and C++ and storing this information in a database that

models all information that can be extracted from the code.

From this information it is possible to perform different kind

of analyses like checking illegal relationships within layers.

3



There are some differences between our work and [9]. We

plan to apply our idea to an enterprise system that contains

not only Java but also other languages such as XML, JS

or SQL. The information harvested from the system will

be modeled with FAMIX [10]. Our model will include all

aspects concerning an enterprise application: the FAMIX

meta model will not only contain structural information

but also higher level information such as methods involved

in a transaction. Using Mondrian [11] on the information

contained in the meta model we can generate many different

software visualizations on the code. Our intent is not only

to identify which part of code could contain errors or

inconsistencies but also to suggest possible modifications

for the refactoring.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we summarized our proposal to drive the

refactoring of JEAs by comparing the distance between the

application’s elements to that of the data source architectural

patterns.

In particular we presented the layering scheme that we

adopt to regroup different elements of a JEAs. We also

explore how to apply the concept of method distance to

create an index that can be used to detect the presence of

a wrong application structure. Finally we relate the concept

of distance to the data source architectural patterns in order

to modify the interpretation of the distances. In this case

we propose to compile a catalogue of patterns and distances

together with heuristics to drive the refactoring.

The basic idea is that every service has to be implemented

touching every layer starting from the Presentation one.

The catalog will be able to indicate what is wrong in the

implementation and how the code should be modified in

order to have a right structure. The approach could also be

used to expose code that is too complex, i.e., if the distance

is too high.

We plan to implement our proposal in FAMIX [10] which

already includes a generic meta-model for Object-Oriented

application that can be extended to analyze Enterprise ap-

plications in Java. We want to refine FAMIX by adding

all parts and relations that are necessary to model a JEA.

Based on a consistent meta-model, it is possible to define

a quality model based on metrics and pattern detection. We

will evaluate the performance impact of calculating every

time the distance or cacheing it. Another solution could be

pre-compute all distances between all elements. In this case

the Floyd-Warshall algorithm will fit better.

In order to validate this work we plan to perform experi-

ments using an industrial partner we have been collaborating

with.
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Abstract

Researchers and practitioners are usually eager to de-

velop, test and experiment with new ideas and techniques to

analyze software systems and/or to present results of such

analyzes, for instance new kind of visualizations or analy-

sis tools. However, often these novel and certainly promis-

ing ideas are never properly and seriously empirically eval-

uated. Instead their inventors just resort to anecdotal ev-

idence to substantiate their beliefs and claims that their

ideas and the realizations thereof are actually useful in the-

ory and practice. The chief reason why proper validation

is often neglected is that serious evaluation of any newly

realized technique, tool, or concept in reverse engineering

is time-consuming, laborious, and often tedious. Further-

more, we assume that there is also a lack of knowledge or

experience concerning empirical evaluation in our commu-

nity. This paper hence sketches some ideas and discusses

best practices of how we can still, with moderate expenses,

come up with at least some empirical validation of our next

project in the field of reverse engineering.

Keywords: reverse engineering, software analysis, em-

pirical software engineering, evaluation, validation

1 Introduction

In recent years, the reverse engineering community in-

vented and realized many interesting, promising and po-

tentially practically useful techniques, concepts, processes,

or tools such as Moose [4], Program Explorer [8], Graph-

trace [7], or Mondrian [12]. Many useful visualizations of

software systems, presenting on a high or low level both

software structure and behavior have been invented (for

instance, Polymetric Views [10], Class Blueprints [3, 9],

Real-time visualization [15], or even 3D visualizations [5]).

While all these innovations are promising to actually

support software developers in various software engineer-

ing tasks such as gaining an understanding for an unfamiliar

application, analyzing collaborations between source arti-

facts, correcting software defects, or extending and enhanc-

ing key software features, nobody really knows whether any

of those invented techniques contributes any value in prac-

tice, and if so, to which degree these techniques add value.

Thus many questions are left open, for example how big is

the impact of a given reengineering tool or technique on

productivity or whether practitioners actually employ the

concepts our community developed. Another interesting

question is which techniques are best suited for which kind

of software tasks, that is, which techniques or tools should a

software developer use when faced with a task in areas such

as defect correction, feature implementation, refactoring, or

porting an application from one programming language to

another. Certainly we are also interested in learning how

a specific reverse engineering tool or technique is best em-

ployed in practice to be most helpful. As long as these ques-

tions remain unanswered and largely neglected, we cannot

be sure whether our work has an impact on software devel-

opers working in industry on practical, real-world software

development and maintenance problems and challenges.

For most of the fore-mentioned tools, techniques, or

visualizations we completely lack quantitative knowledge

about their practical usefulness. Thus we discuss in this pa-

per several means how we can concretely acquire such cru-

cial knowledge. The ideas presented here should serve as a

thought-provoking impulse for how to evaluate and validate

existing reverse engineering tools or at least newly invented

and implemented tools. Moreover, we want to provoke a

discussion in the community to sensibilize researchers and

practitioners in our field for the importance of empirical re-

search and to motivate them to actually perform such valida-

tion, that is, to conduct empirical studies and experiments.

The ideas for empirical evaluations in our field presented in

the following should give the basic knowledge about how to

get started with empirical research.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we stress

the importance of empirical validation with some concrete

examples of the benefits of such validation. Section 3

presents and discusses different kinds of empirical valida-

tion, and how we can apply them to the context of reverse

engineering research. Finally, Section 4 wraps up the paper

with some concluding remarks.



2 Why Empirical Validation is Important

In this section we briefly list the three most important

reasons why our community should really invest in empiri-

cal research:

• Validating our work is crucial, particularly in research.

Empirical evidence is hereby a bold argument for the

quality of our research projects.

• Quantitative empirical evidence allows us to compare

different reengineering techniques, also with respect to

types of software engineering tasks for which they are

useful, and to thus develop guidelines in which kind

of software tasks we should use which technique or

combinations thereof.

• Our primary goal as reverse engineering researchers

should eventually be to have the largest possible im-

pact on software development and maintenance in

practice. Only validating our tools empirically in prac-

tice can give us information about how to actually

achieve this goal and to learn what to improve to max-

imize our impact on practice.

3 How to Conduct Empirical Evaluation

In this section we discuss different means to empirically

validate tools and techniques developed to reverse engineer

software systems. We start with means focusing on acquir-

ing qualitative feedback assessing the usability of evaluated

techniques while later approaches are also able to quantita-

tively report on the impact of these techniques on, for in-

stance, productivity of software developers. Quantitative

measures are considered as a more powerful validation as

their informative value is higher [11], in particular as con-

crete numbers allow researches to compare the performance

of different techniques. This is not directly possible with

qualitative evaluations, yet they still provide important in-

sights in a more explorative way than quantitative evalua-

tions can do; that is why we consider both, qualitative and

quantitative evaluation procedures, as valuable.

3.1 Surveys

A survey gathers data by asking a group of people their

thoughts, reactions or opinions to fixed questions. This data

is then collected and analyzed by the experimenters to ob-

tain knowledge about how the interrogated persons con-

sider, for instance, the usefulness of a visualization to un-

derstand run-time collaborations between different modules

of a software system. Often surveys ask subjects to rate spe-

cific aspects or impacts of a technique or a tool in a Likert

scale (typically from 1, “not useful”, to 5, “very useful”).

Analyzing surveys with such questions yields quantitative

data, however, this data is based on personal and subjective

judgement of the subjects. Thus the outcome of surveys

cannot be considered as highly reliable as it is too much

dependent on the specific subjects interrogated.

Surveys have several benefits as well as disadvantages:

They are cost effective and efficient as a large group of peo-

ple can be surveyed in a short period of time. The disad-

vantages of using surveys to conduct research include the

validity based upon honest answers. Answer choices could

not reflect true opinions and one particular response may

be understood differently by the subjects of the study, thus

providing less than accurate results.

3.2 Case Studies

Unlike a survey, a case study closely studies an individ-

ual person or an individual application to be analyzed. Sur-

veys always ask several people and might consider several

systems being analyzed or covered by the reverse engineer-

ing tools under study. Case studies were developed from the

idea of a single case (e.g., a single application to be analyzed

by a new technique) being tried in a court of law. Compar-

ing one case study to another is often difficult, thus it is

usually not possible to draw a significant conclusion from

one or from a low number of similar case studies. However,

a case study can often be seen as a starting point for further

analysis, for instance by testing how people use and interact

with a new visualization tool or a new analysis procedure.

A case study can thus serve as a pre-study to gather pre-

liminary, qualitative feedback and insights to learn how to

design another, possibly controlled study which eventually

quantitatively evaluates the impact of the reverse engineer-

ing technique on the variable of interest (e.g., programmer

productivity).

The benefits of performing a case study thus include get-

ting an in-depth view into subjects behavior and can also

help to determine research questions to study for a larger

group. A disadvantage of case studies is that the researcher

may start off only looking for certain data such as specific

usage patterns of the studied tool. Such a narrowed focus

might lead to overlooking other interesting and important

aspects, such as shortcomings or hidden benefits of the tool

or technique under study. A way to mitigate this threat is

to not conduct a case study with a specific goal, e.g., test-

ing a particular hypothesis. Rather researchers should em-

ploy case studies purely as an explorative means to unpreju-

dicedly observe how a reverse engineering tool is perceived

and used by study subjects to actually benefit from the ad-

vantages of case studies, for instance their potential to re-

veal unknown and unanticipated behavior of people con-

cerning how they use a tool.
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Table 1. Comparison of different kinds of empirical studies
Study Costs Quantitative Qualitative Generalizability Reproducibility

Survey + Partially Yes + -

Case Study ++ No Yes - - - -

Observational Study + No Yes - -

Contest - Partially Partially + +

Controlled Experiment - - - Yes No ++ ++

3.3 Observational Studies

An observational study is similar to a case study. Typi-

cally, a observational study includes several single and pos-

sibly independent case studies with, for instance, several

subjects, software systems to be analyzed, or analysis tools

and techniques being used. Thus observational studies help

experimenters to generalize the findings and results of one

case study to a broader context.

Conducting observational studies has similar advantages

and disadvantages as case studies. Of course they require

more time and effort to conduct than just a single case study,

the amount of insights and reliability they yield is larger and

broader though.

3.4 Contests

Contests are another, rather specialized means to evalu-

ate reverse engineering tools. The basic idea is to let differ-

ent subjects or different analysis tools compete against each

other, for instance by imposing some tasks or questions on

the subjects that have to solve these problems under time

pressure and while competing against other subjects. The

eventual goal is to win the contest, for instance by solving

the problem in the shortest amount of time or in the high-

est quality. The performance of each subject is analyzed,

the experimenters observe the contest and try to locate the

cause why and how much a specific reverse engineering tool

helped subjects to solve the problem in a particular time or

accuracy.

The fundamental difference to an observational study is

the fact that a contest puts significant time pressure on the

subjects; thus they are more motivated to solicit the best out

of the available tools they obtain to solve the given prob-

lem. Thus the results might be more reliable and compara-

ble between different employed tools as the motivation of

the subjects was high to do their best to learn, understand

and employ a tool in the most efficient manner.

3.5 Controlled Experiments

(Controlled) experiments are crucial in finding the an-

swers to questions such as “does tool X provide value in

software maintenance activities”. The cause and effect of

a particular problem can be studied through an experiment,

providing it has “a set of rules and guidelines that mini-

mize the possibility of error, bias and chance occurrences”

[6]. Surveys and case studies require observation and ask-

ing questions, whereas experiments require controls and

the creation of constrained situations to be able to actually

record beneficial data.

The benefits of controlled experiments include a more

scientific and thus more accepted approach of collecting

data, as well as limiting potential bias that could occur in

a survey, case study or an observational study. One dis-

advantage to many experiments is the cost factor involved;

often laboratory procedures can be expensive. Another po-

tential disadvantage is that a controlled experiment virtu-

ally always has a narrow focus, that is, it tries to study one

or several very particular variables and thus neglecting any

other, potentially interesting analysis of, for instance, devel-

oper reactions to specific characteristics of a reverse engi-

neering technique.

Examples of well conducted controlled experiments in

the area of software engineering and specifically in the field

of program comprehension, software analysis, and reverse

engineering are for instance: Cornelissen et al. [2] that

evaluated EXTRAVIS, a trace visualizing tool, with 24 stu-

dent subjects. Quante et al. [14] evaluated by means of a

controlled experiment with 25 students the benefits of Dy-

namic Object Process Graphs (DOPGs) for program com-

prehension. Arisholm et al. [1] quantitatively analyzed in

a large, long-lasting controlled experiment with 295 profes-

sional software engineers on three different levels (junior,

intermediate, expert) whether pair programming has a posi-

tive impact on time required, correctness and effort for solv-

ing programming tasks with respect to system complexity

and programmer expertise.

3.6 Summary

Table 1 summarizes the different kinds of empirical stud-

ies we presented in this section. The table shows for in-

stance which studies to use to gather quantitative or qual-

itative feedback (note that each study can certainly be ex-

tended to gather qualitative feedback as well even though its

primary goal is to quantitatively analyze cause-effect rela-
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tionships, for instance by observing the study subjects or by

additionally handing out a questionnaire). With “generaliz-

ability” we refer to whether the study concept itself easily

allows us to obtain results that can be generalized to practi-

cal, real-world situations. Generalizability is certainly very

much dependent on how a concrete study is designed. With

“reproducibility” we suggest how likely a type of study is

to yield the same results when conducted several times.

Researchers sometimes only require the use of one of

the discussed methods to successfully find the answer to a

question, however it is often worthwhile to combine dif-

ferent methods when evaluating a specific research project

as each evaluation method has its specific strengths. Thus a

combination of different methods often yields more insights

and results that are more reliable and generalizable to other

contexts, software systems, or analysis techniques.

Kitchenham et al. [6] thoroughly report on preliminary

guidelines for empirical research in software engineering;

these guidelines are also applicable to the field of reverse

engineering and reengineering. Di Penta et al. [13] encour-

age researchers and practitioners to design and carry out

empirical studies related to program comprehension and to

develop standards how to conduct such studies. They give

some early hints how to establish a community motivated to

perform empirical engineering in our field.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we first motivated the need for conducting

empirical research in the reverse engineering and reengi-

neering field by raising some important questions that re-

main unanswered as long as only very little empirical vali-

dation on our techniques and tools is performed. In a second

step, we introduced several types of empirical studies such

as surveys, case studies, or controlled experiments that we

can employ to actually conduct empirical studies. More-

over, we gave some hints how to concretely conduct which

kind of study in which context and referred to important

work on empirical software engineering done by other re-

searchers.
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